IoT Open Data Access to advance mobility in European cities

How can we achieve it?
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AGENDA

9:00  Registration
9:30  Welcome by ERTICO
9:40  Keynote speech by the European Commission
10:00 IoT perspectives for smart mobility
     An IoT Platform Strategy to transform mobility markets
     • DG CONNECT
     • AIOTI
     • AUTOPILOT Project
     • SynchroniCity Project
11:15 Coffee break
11:45 Data lock-in challenges
     Setting the scene by OASC (Open Agile Smart Cities) and BDVA
     (Big Data Value Association)
12:30 Networking lunch
13:30 Panel discussion: Open Data Access – Opportunities and challenges
14:45 Coffee break
15:15 Panel discussion: Industrial drivers and needs for an Open Data
     Access platform for mobility
16:30 Wrap up
17:00 End of the event
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